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I. DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING AND FUNCTION
A. BUILDING DESCRIPTION
The Area Health Education Center at Charlotte Memorial Hospital and
Medical Center is a combination administration and continuing education
facility. The purpose of the building is to provide staff office space,
classrooms, and resources to maintain a program for undergraduate, graduate
and continuing education aimed at improving the quality, quantity and
distribution of healt'" manpower and education with a nine county area of
North and South Carolina, of which Charlotte is the center,
The development of the building was made possible by a State of North
Carolina Capital Fund Grant administerk^d under the Area Health Education
Center Program through the University of North Carolina and Charlotte
Memorial Hospital and Medical Center.
The six story building provides a two story multi-media center, 14
classrooms, approximately 55 offices for faculty, secretarial personnel
and administra tion personnel. A television studio and photographic lab-
oratory is also provided. A one story annex to the building houses the
hospital outpatient clinic reception area.
B. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The installation of solar on the project was a retrofit to a project
already under construction. The goal was to implement solar space heating
I
C. SOLAR SYSTEM DESIGN OVERVIEW
1. General Description
The solar system is an array of flat plate collectors, underground
storage tank, domestic hot water heat exchanger, heating system heat
and domestic water heating with minimal impact on the existing structure,
mechanical systems, and appearance of the overall building design.
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exchanger, pumps, piping systems, instrumentation, etc. to make a com-
plete and operating system.
The solar system is integrated into the building systems in the
following manndrs (1) All domestic hot water flows through the domestic
hot water heat exchanger prior to entering the building electric water
heaters, (2) The heating coil in the solar energy circuit is installed
in the building perimeter heating system air unit upstream of the electric
heating coil. The control system is integrated to first use the heat 	 '
available in the solar energy heating coil and then in sequence make up
any heating deficit with the building electric heating coil.
The heating and air conditioning systems in the building consist of
two basic systems.
The core of the building is served by an all air variable volume
constant temperature air system. This system operates in a cooling only
mode and is only operational during the occupied hours. All of the out-
side ventilation air requirements are introduced through this system and
thereby, the ventilation load is not imposed upon the building as a heat-
ing tax.
The exterior perimeter of the building is served by a constant volume,
variable temperature heating and cooling system. This is the system into
which the solar system was integrated. 	 I
Solarization was not included in the original building concept. Site	 I
orientatien was conducted with primary consideration for conventional
parameters such as topography and surrounding structures, The superla-
tive insulative characteristics of this multi-story 65,000 sq. ft. structure,
coupled with the selection of superior solar components and the judicious
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placement of solar collectors, has negated an apparent penalty in overall
solar efficiency resulting from a less than optimum orientation of the
building with respect to solar ac..umulation.
The solar heating and domestic hot 'water system consists of 171
General Electric Model P5 collectors, roof mounted in two arrays. Net
collector area totals 4,020 sq. ft. fA water,'»thylene glycol antifreeze
solution is circulated through the collectors to a heat exchanger located
in a lower level equipment area. Heated water is then supplied primarily
to a heating coil in' ;he perimeter air handler or to the 5,000 gallon
thermal energy storage (TES) tank, also located in a lower level equip-
ment area. Domestic; hot water is provided through a secondary heat
exchanger and augmented by 12 KW electrical resistance heaters in each
of three manifolded 15 gallon hot water tanks.
The schematic shown in Figure C.1-1 reflects the system concept and
Figure C.1-2 shows the proposed solar collector arrays.
A flexible control system is provided for the solar energy system to
enable several operating modes. Control and modulating valves were pro-
vided and integrated with the existing system, for use with manual and
automatic controls to regulate solar supplied heating. The basic control
functions will be operated from a self-contained panel located in the
building penthouse. The primary operating mode is automatic with overview
monitoring by building facilities personnel.
The instrumentation system provides data monitoring and recording
for evaluation of system performance and for correlation of predicted to
real time data. The instrumentation console will also be located in the
penthouse.
I
bI
A dedicated solar demonstration and viewing room was added to the
penthouse of teh AHEC building for holding professional and public obser-
vations.
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1. DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING AND FUNCTION (Continued)
D. SOLAR COMPONENT SELECTION PROCESS
Using NCC 1II,an analysis program for the determination of peak
heating and cooling loads by APEC (Automated Procedures for Engineering
Consultants), the cooling and heating loads for the building were deter-
mined. The hot water demand and profiles for the builidng were based
on ASHRAE data. The results of the analysis are shown in Figures 1
I
and 2.
Modeling the characterization of the ANEC building was performed
utilizing General Electric's Building Transient Thermal Loads (BTTC)
Program. The corresponding parametric analysis was developed by General
Electric's Solar Energy System Simulation (SESS) Program.
Conclusions resulting from the analysis are as follows;
1. Solar system efficiency, using a TES minimum temper,iture
Malin) of 105 OF is predicted to be 30.3% for space heat-
ing and 78.6% for domestic hot water - a total annual of
45.8%.
With a Tmin of 800F, the total annual solar contribu-
tion would be increased to approximately 52.5%.
We recommend a 50
 activation range for the .ES pump
on at 85 0F and off at 800F.
2. Collector tilt should be changed from 500 to 350 to minimize
collector shadowing.
3. Storage volume is confirmed at 6,000 gallons.
r
4. Proposed 4" coated urethane TES insulation is confirmed,
5. The addition of a second collector cover will result in a
I
perfoniiance improvement of only 4% and is, therefore, not
recommended.
r
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The descriptions of the unclosed graphs of the study results are as
follows
The building usage schedules, shown in Figure 1, reflect FWA inputs
used in determining space heat loads. Monthly space and hot water loads
are shown ire Figure 2.
The effect of varying TES tank minimum temperatu re is shown in Figure
3. By allowing the TES tank to operate at lower temperatures, it is pos-
sible to utilize more of the stored energy, particularly for space heating
which is the daninant load, and thereby improve the overall solar energy
system performance. For the most part, the solar energy is used to pre-
beat the circulated air and cold water supply, with conventional energy
providing the deficit,
Two conditions of TES tank minimum were evaluated - re,,Ots are
shown in Figures 4 through 13: Thin # 80OF (Figures 4 through 8) Tmin
IOSoF (Figures 9 through 13). For the design, it is recommended that
the 80OF condition be used with a 5o F dead bank (i.e, the pump in the
TES load loop would be turned off when the TES temperature A 80OF and
would not turn on again until the TES temperature - 850F).
The effect of collector tilt angle on solar energy system performance
is shown in Figures 4 and 9. Notice that peak performance can be realized
at 450 w 500 tilt when row-to-raw collector shading is eliminated. This
result is consistent with the rule of thumb that optimum tilt for heating
applications occurs at an angle equal to the latitude plus 150 . Domestic
hot water demand tends to reduce the optimum angle somewhat. When the
design spacing (panel width - 1.5) is implemented, the shading at the
higher tilt angles become significant and results in reduced performance,
X	 The recommended tilt angle is 350.
-8..e .
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The performance of the solar energy system is shown in Figures 5 and
10 as a function of collector area. The available roof area and the design
spacing between rows of collectors constrain Lite number of collectors to
171 (3,950 FT2 ). For the Tmin = 80OF condition, 52.5% of the total load
is supplied by solar, with 39.5% contributed to space heating and 78.6%
to domestic hat water loads. Also, as shown in Figures 5 and 10, the
performance of the FP-1 collector can be enhanc,^J 4% to 6% by addition
of a second cover.
The effect of varying the TES tank capacity was evaluated over the
range 4,000 to 8,000 gallons and the performance is shown in Figures 6
and 11. Beyond 6,000 gallons, the performance curve is relatively flat.
Therefore, 6,000 gallons was selected,
The 'TES tank should b,  insulated with a material having a minimum
thermal conductivity of .3 BTU-IN	 as measured at a mean temperature
HR-FT2_-OF
of 2000F. The effect of varying insulation thickness on system per-
formance is shown in Figures 7 and 12. A thickness of 4" was selected.
As a result of this analytical study, the design features of the solar
energy system have been selected and are suniarized below:
k
Collector Area (Net)
Collector Tilt:
TES Tank. Capacity
TES Minimum Temperature
TES insulation
3,950 FT2
350
6,000 Gal,
80OF
4" Coated  Urethane or
Equivalent
If the total load were increased by a factor of 1.5, the overall per-
formance would be reduced to 42.8%; if the total 'load were doubled, the
performance would be reduced to 37.5% (for Tmin = 80OF as shown in Figure 8).
The corresponding effect of varying load for a Tmin = 1050 is shown in
Figure 1 3.
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SUMMARY OF ANNUAL BUILDING LOADS
ZONE SPACE HEAT LOAD, MMBTU
M1
1 71.0
2 18.1
	 r
3 25.9
4 6.0
5 6.5
6 358.6
SPACE TOTAL 486.6
DOMESTIC	 HOT WATER TOTAL 222.6
GRAND TOTAL 709.2
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f
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF TES TANK MINIMUM TEMPERATURES.
NOTES
1. COLLECTOR AREA = 3950 FT2
2. YES TANK CAPACITY n 6,000 GAL.
3. TES TANK INSUL. THICK. n 4" (K n 8TU3- -in
HR-FT -°F
4. COLLECTOR TILT n 350
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SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF COLLECTOR AREA.
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SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF TES TANK INSULATION THICKNESS.
NOTES:
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AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF LOAD FACTOR.
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AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF COLLECTOR TILT.
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SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF COLLECTOR AREA.
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SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF TANK CAPACITY.
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SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF TES TANK INSULATION THICKNESS.
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In addition to the parametric analysis and modeling which were done
for the equipment selection, it was necessary to determine the collector
pressure drops with respect to flow and the system temperature balance
point, with respect to rejected heat versus collected heat. The results
of these studies ,ire shown on Figures 14 and 15, respectively, which
follow:
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II. CONTROL LOGIC AND MODES OF OPERATION
The basic operating philosophy of the control system is the collec-
tion and use of solar energy at the lowest usable temperature level because
this procedure maximizes the total energy collected per unit collector
area over a given time interval. To accomplish this philosophy, the con-
trol configuration, shown in schematic form on Figure C.II-1, has been
developed. The principal components that comprise the control system,
the pumps, valves and temperature sensors, are located on the diagram.
The collector loop system, pump #1, is turned on whenever the col -
lectors are heated above 120 0F, the minimum temperature which can transfer
useful heat to the building. One objective is to heat the system to
operating temperature using collected rather than stored energy.
The energy storage loop is activated, pump X13, when:
(a) The collector loop is running and its temperature is higher
than storage temperature. This indicates that storable
solar energy is available.
(b) There is a need for space heat and the collector loop is
running. This indicates that collected energy can be used
immediately for space heating.
(c) There is a need for space heat and the energy storage tank
temperature is above 1200 F. This indicates that stored
energy is available for space heating.
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For those cases where more than one operating mode is possible, the
control logic selects the mode by operation of the control valves. If
k	 space heating can be supplied by the collector loop or the storage tank,
comparison of temperatures T2 and T3, shown on Figure E-1, are used to
select the setting on valve V2. If T2 is lower than T3, valve V2 bypasses
the flow around the storage tank and the heating demand is satisfied by
the collectors only. If T3 is lower than T2, then V2 apportions the flow
through and around the TES tank to maintain a maximum temperature of 140OF
at T4. Limiting the maximum temperature prevents uncomfortably high air
temperatures being supplied to the building and/or frequent on -off demands
for heat.
Valve V1 modulates the hot fluid flow through the space heating coil
to maintain a set point air temperature at T1. In the existing controls
system design, T1 is adjustable and can be reset periodically to supply a
hotter air temperature as average ambient air temperatures decrease. Auto-
matically reset controls are available so that the T1 set point can be
continuously varied to correspond to outside air temperature changes.
Control Parameters
The solar system control parameters are all temperatures as shown on
Table C. They are:
(a) Tp - Collector absorber plate temperature
(b} T1 - heated air temperature at the exit of the solar heating
coil and the entrance of the conventional HVAC electric
resistance coil.
(c) T2
	
	 Storage/usage loop fluid temperature at the exit of the
collector loop heat exchanger (2 control elements).
(d) T3 - Storage tank fluid temperature (3 control elements).
.k
(e) T4 - Storage/usage loop fluid temperature at the entrance
to the space heating coil.
Operating Modes
The operating modes are listed in Table C-1 and described with the
aid of Figure C.II-1. Control Mode 1 is the case for the shutdown solar
system with any space heating demand supplied solely by the conventional
HVAC system.
Mode 2 is a collector preheat situation that will occur frequently
in the morning hours. As the rising sun starts heating up the collector,
the collector pump is turned on when the collector temperature exceeds
1200F. The collected heat is used to raise the collector loop components
to operating temperatures.
Mode 3 is a situation where solar heat is available for collection
and storage at a time when there is no immediate demand for heat. Valve
V2 diverts the entire flow from P1 to the heat exchanger. V1 is set to
divert flow through the bypass loop.
In Mode 4, no direct solar energy is avavilable; however, stored
solar energy can provide the heating functions. As Table C-1 indicates,
Mode 4 occurs when the collector plate temperature is below 120OF and the
thermal storage tank temperature is above 1200F. Temperature sensor T1
controls the three-way diverting valve V1 to maintain the air temperature
downstream of the space heating coil at an adjustable set point tempera-
ture. Mixing valve V2 is controlled by sensor T4 which maintains fluid
temperature into the space heating coil at 140OF or some other adjustable
set point.
Mode 5 transfers solar energy directly from the collector loop to
the space heating coil. This happens when solar energy is available
-29-
(thermal switch Tp indicates collector temperature greater than 12000,
but the transferred energy (as measured by the thermistor T2) is lower
than storage temperatures. Full flow in the usage loop is directed in
the "Q" direction (TES bypass) by mising valve V2.
Mode 6 is the normal daytime heating operation. Solar energy is avail-
able in sufficient quantity to store energy in the thermal storage tank
and to heat the building, Valves V1 and V2 again control the collector
loop flow. The domestic water heat exchanger is constantly taking energy
as needed from the fluid flow into the thermal storage tank. This pro-
vides domestic hot water.
Mode 7 is a safety operation. When the thermal storage tank tempera-
ture rises to 2000F, a thermal switch closes. This ener3ix(s valve V3
(open) in the solar water loop. This results in full fluid flow through
the heat rejector. Also, valve V2 operates in the "A" direction, divert-
ing all flow around the collector loop heat exchanger. Pump P-1 runs and
Pump P-3 is off.
Mode 8 is a domestic hot water heating node in the summer time when
space heating is not needed. A timer is used to turn on P-3 during day-
light hours, with a cut out if the TES temperature is less than 120 0F. In
this way, hot water is available on demand. The collector loop is activated
independently at any time that Tp exceeds T2.
-30-
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11I. ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
As the system was being built, several leak tests were perform
on individual sections of the piping and the storage tank. Prior to
actual starting of the system, the entire system was checked for leaks
under pressure. After testing,system was filled with the glycol mixture
and the slow process of eliminating the air for the system was accom-
plished.
"	 Manual balancing of all circuits was accomplished by setting the
individual balance cocks on each collector circuit to equalize the flow
r
through each collector. The total system flow was checked by two methods,
the pump curve and the t^ ►ain system flow control device (B & G circuit
setters). At tWi time, it was found that the system flow was approxi-
mately 100 GPM rather than 85 GPM as designed. The pump discharge valve
was adjusted to reduce the flow,
Each temperature sensor set point was checked, first with a mercury
thermometer ;ind against a pneumatic output chart for the device. The
operation of each valve was verified as thermostats were manually ad-
justed to simulate each mode of operation.
Further checks were made with the government's Site Data Acquisition
System and the on-site monitor.
Observation of the system under automatic control was used to check
morning start-tip time and night shut down times, storage times, heating
time, and pump operation. Minor adjustments of all set points were re-
quired to improve the actual operation. One sensor was found defective
on the solar array and was replaced.
I
3
IV. EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE
SOLAR COLLECTORS
171 General Electric Plat Plate Solatron Collectors, Model P-5,
with aluminum roll bond absorber panel coated with Alcoa coating
655, rainimum absorption 0.9. Emissivity at IOOoF is 0.35. Insula-
tion is 2-inch thick foil backed, high temperature, isocyanurate
insulation by Celotex Corporation (Techniform Isocyanurate Class
1 general purpose insulation). Cover is 0.060 inch thick poly-
carbonate sheet, stabilized for UV by General Electric (LEXAN -
GE EMPIS Specifications A168502).
STORAGE TANK
6,000 gallons, black steel tank wrapped with 4-inch thick layer
of uretharie r-oam insulation in black form, waterproofed with
2 layers of mastic and fiberglass.
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V. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED, SOLUTIONS b RECOMMENDATIONS
Initially, everything worked as designed, but as we watched the system
operate, it became apparent that several changes should be made to improve
the system's operation:
1. During summer operation, when the storage tank reached the
maximum design temperature of 2000F, there was a problem with
loss of the glycol solution through the pressure relief valve.
This problem was due to a miscalculation in the expansion	 4
tank size, thus creating excessive pressure in the solar col-
lector loop.
The solution was to increase the expansion tank size to
160 gallons.
2. During the first winter of operation, several of the rubber
interconnecting hoses between the solar panels developed leaks
at the connection point. Also, a valve on the fresh water fill
circuit had been left open. As the glycol leaked out, fresh
water° diluted the glycol and one section of collectors was
damaged.
Nine collector panels were replaced at this time and the
make-up water connection was disconnected and capped to
eliminate the possibility of recurrence. A 55 gallon tank and
fill pumps were added to allow filling of the circuit with
glycol. This tank was also connected to the relief valve
so, if any glycol was lost there, it could be recovered.
3. During summer operation, the domestic hot water would be heated
to 200 degrees and during the winter, the electric secondary
hot water heater would add heat to the solar storage tank.
-38-
These problems were related to the hot water recircula-
tion line being piped such that its total flow went through
the domestic water heat exchanger. During off-hours of the
building, in the summer, the recirculating line would provide
heat to the domestic water tanks from the solar storage tank.
In the winter, the domestic water heaters would supply heat
to the solar storage tank any time the solar tank temperature
'	 was below the thermostat setting of the domestic water heaters.
The cure was to relocate the recirculating line downstream
of the domestic water heat exchanger.
4. Wet insulation on the underground solar storage tank was also
a problem. At the same time water was being lost in the
storage loop. The initial thought was that the storage tank
was leaking.
The storage tank was dug up and all insulation was removed.
The tank was pressure tested for leaks and none were found.
Sprayed-on urethane (waterproof) was reapplied to a thickness
of 4 inches and the tank recovered. Sand was found in the pres-
sure relief valve and the leak stopped.
The wet insulation was ground water resulting from prolonged
periods of rain over three weeks. Only the top one-third (1/3) of
the insulation was wet.
R
5, Late starting times for the solar loop pump and periods where the
pump ran at night.
Over a period of three years, the differential controls
(pneumatic) had gotten out of adjustment and caused some of the
problem. Also, the location of the sensor which turns on the
a
(F
, a	
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solar loop pump was in a position in the array which remained
shaded early in the morning, thus, a time delay occurred. When
it was time for the pump to turn off, the pneumatic controls
sensed a differential (any differential) and kept the pump
running at night.
The cure to this problem was to install an electronic dif-
ferential controller on which exact on -off differentials can be
set and relocate the sta rtirg sensor to a location in the array.
These changes did solve both the late starting times and the
sporadic running of the solar loop pump at night.
6. The electric duct heater which supplies heat to the building
was being energized too early when heat was available from the
solar storage tank.
This problem only occurred after about three years of opera-
tion and was traced to a bad circuit in the sequencer installed
on the heater and solar coil controls. Replacement of this
controller improved the building temperature control and now
allows a greater contribution of heat by sour.
7. Warping of solar paitels.
After one year of operation, we found most of the aluminum
panels were warped. The casing size of the panels is not large
enough, thus when the panels expand during the summer, the panels
are warped when they press against the ends and sides of the
casing. The holes in the back of the panel casing are not
elongated and during expansion, the pipe connections to the
collector are bent. Several of the panels began leaking after
this cunnection was bent. On a couple of the panels, the bending
.
-40-
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W,
caused restricted areas in the flow path and erosion at then
points caused leaks.
Damaged panels were replaced and seem to be working. W
believe the major damage occurred during times when the panels
were drained and stagnation temperature in excess of 300 degrees
=	 occurred.
kr_	
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